Piano Movers Now Available By Abreu Movers
New York NY
May 15, 2019
Piano movers is now in safe hands for the people of New York NY. Abreu Movers Moving Company
in New York have announced that they have started offering piano moving services with trusted and
professional movers who have the experience needed to efficiently and carefully relocate your piano
to its final destination.
Michael, owner of the company says, “We offer the best services to all customers be it a celebrity like
the famous rugby player Jerome Kaino or anyone else. When customers need office furniture movers,
we expect they will contact us.”
Michael says that their combination of customizable moving service, trained personnel, top equipment
and the readily available fleet of vehicles ensure that they are able to provide their customers with a
stress-free seamless moving experience. He also says that the company has years of experience in
office and residential moves, including spas, swimming pools and larger furnishings like the pianos.
He states that all of their movers are certified moving technicians, friendly and professional. He also
says that a thorough check is done about all the staff members before they are recruited to ensure
that they are dependable and well versed with the details of moving large furnishings.
“We are a professional team of spa pool movers New York NY,” says Michael. He further added: “We
go out of our way to ensure that our customers are completely satisfied with our services. All heavy
items are packed and secured prior to moving them from home or office to the new location, thus
ensuring their safety.”
Pianos require special care when being shifted from one place to another. Michael says that his team
thoroughly understands the importance and the sensitivity of moving this instrument and they take
utmost care to pack it carefully and thoroughly so that it is intact during transportation and reaches the
destination without any damage. If there is jostling or bumping during transportation, the pianos could
be damaged. Once they reach the destination the pianos would require professional service to get
them into tune again. But with Abreu Movers, customers can rest assured that they will get their
pianos in pristine condition.
Michael goes on to say that his company’s quotes are transparent and that there are no hidden costs
involved in it. Since pianos are expensive and delicate, extra care needs to be taken while packing
and transporting them. The customers can look forward to a hassle-free piano moving experience at
an affordable price.
Interested customers can contact the company through their website, email, phone, or visit them in
their media room to get more information regarding the specific services they offer, their experience
with moving pianos, spa pools and other larger items.
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